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    Unconditional love is a rare gift. It's often the small, tender, simple things that let us know how much we're loved. That's why we've prepared this special love gift for you — the love gift you'll come to know as "Love Letters." 

Love Letters

June 2013

DEAR PARTNERS, who could have dreamed that such a day would ever come? On Thursday, July 19, 2012, TBN began programming on the 16/17 channel in Madrid. It has been an amazing day, filled with power and promise. The miracle of Spain is not new to us. For over ten years we tried with a little low power station in Madrid, the capital city. Shortly after coming on the air, powerful forces began jamming our signal. We complimented the authorities, but to no avail. Even with the permission, another one third of Madrid could get a poor but viewable picture. Our Enlace partners produced vital Spanish language programs for the station. With much prayer, and the help of a few Spanish partners, we brought a channel on Pangea, the Spanish satellite covering Spain, and all of Europe. The problem: very few viewers had the small direct-to-home satellite dish to receive it. From our station manager Pablo Vasquez and our little TV staff and crew in Madrid, we have received one of the best Christian TV programming began to take root. Ah, but God: “But this is a people robbed and spoiled . . . they are hid in prison houses . . . and none will help them.” (Isa. 42:6)”.

JUNE-JULY/AUGUST SPECIALS AT THE HOLY LAND EXPERIENCE!

WINNER OF THE AWARD OF REMEMBER THE CONTINUITY PROGRAM" By: CYNDY MILLER
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With Seven Comes Heaven!

“Whenever I take my journey into Spain, I will come to you...” Rom. 15:24

Paul was actually on his way to Jerusalem to deliver a gift of money from Asia to the poor saints in Jerusalem. We see in one final note that he was determined to come to Spain.

Yes, I know, many claim that the Christian faith has come to Spain, and yes, I will agree that the church of Jesus Christ stands as the world would flat, dear partners, the vast majority of Spaniards do not know the glorious Holy Spirit’s living presence and blessing from heaven as we know it.

So, where do you and I come in? Of course, prayer—we must have the power of Pentecost or everything we do is for naught.

Next, with the digital conversion, all our old-fashioned equipment is obsolete! We must update our Madrid studio with new cameras, switchers, and on and on with up-to-date technical staff till our eyes glaze over! I’m actually working on getting a new video display for the studio.

And afterward, I will pour out my Spirit on all people. Your sons and daughters will prophesy, your old men will dream dreams, your young men will see visions.” –Joel 2:28

With Seven Comes Heaven!

Worship leader Joel Osteen, hometown hero, brought the power of rest and revival to the Madrid studio with his spoken version of God’s OPEN DOORS!

Praise and worship Spanish style with Christian music and Bible distribution outreaches.

Praise and worship Spanish style with Christian music and Bible distribution outreaches.

Chancellor of Liberty University, Jerry Falwell, Jr. described the dreams and goals of the nation’s largest private Christian university.

Arthur Blessitt and Ron Carpenter, pastor of Jesus is Lord Church in New York, and Tom McGuinness, pastor of Jesus is Lord Church in New York, and Tim McGraw, pastor of Jesus is Lord Church in New York, and Kirk Cameron discussed the latest cultural trends and the important role of the church.

Arthur and Pastor Rick’s (Café) downtown Las Vegas drew us into their unique ministry of —who will go with me?

We see in one final note that he surely was thinking of bringing the Gospel to Spain!

It is possible that Paul actually read this awesome prophecy from Isaiah. He, as an Apostle Paul had, no doubt, read this prophecy and knew that when he got to Rome he was imprisoned there until his martyrdom. It is quite clear that when he got to Rome he was impressed there until his martyrdom and departure to heaven. That being true, we have the joy, yes, the blessed assignment of completing Paul’s charge of carrying on the Gospel to Spain.

From 1999 Paul and Enlace founder, Jonas Gonzalez, Sr., cut the ribbon and dedicated the Madrid TV studio building to the Lord! Dear Jonas left us precious Jonas Gonzales, Sr. and I cut the ribbon and dedicated the first international TV studio with new cameras, switchers, and on and on with up-to-date technical staff till our eyes glaze over! I’m actually working on getting a new video display for the studio.

Dear partners, we have never failed to go through any of God’s OPEN DOORS! I know you will hear me and the voice of our wonderful Lord!

How Jan and I love you and trust you to go with us one more mile. I feel assured it will be thousands of Euros, which means even more in U.S. dollars!